NMDA receptors and the ontogeny of post-shock and retention freezing during contextual fear conditioning.
The ontogeny and NMDA-receptor (NMDAR) mechanisms of context conditioning were examined during standard contextual fear conditioning (sCFC) - involving context and context-shock learning in the same trial - as a comparison with our previous reports on the Context Preexposure Facilitation Effect (CPFE), which separates these two types of learning by 24 hr. In Experiment 1, systemic administration of the NMDAR antagonist, MK-801, prior to conditioning disrupted retention but not post-shock freezing during sCFC in PD31 rats. Experiment 2 replicated and extended this effect to PD17 versus PD31 rats. Consistent with Experiment 1, pre-training MK-801 spared post-shock freezing but impaired retention freezing in PD31 rats. In contrast, pre-training MK-801 disrupted post-shock freezing in PD17 rats, which showed no retention freezing regardless of drug. These results reveal developmental differences in the role of NMDAR activity in the acquisition versus retention of a context-shock association during sCFC in pre-weanling and adolescent rats.